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Thanks for a wonderful year as your president. Rather than list all those I
should thank , and making this a very long message, I'll mention a few
people that have done more than I should have asked.

FERS Ar cle—No. 25
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First, April Kettlewell is the only chapter president I have ever known to
continue to support the chapter in a chairperson position immediately
following her presidential term. My speculation is that many of us consider
it similar to a change of command, where the old boss needs to move on so
that organization can adjust to the new boss. April has inspired me to be a
more active post-president. As the programs chair, she handled all the
details and made sure that our lunches were well organized; all I had to do
was show up. She was constantly answering the questions I had about any
topic. Having her as my right hand was fantastic.
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Angela Ruter

Second, Jeremy Miller stepped up repeatedly as the President-elect. He
didn't miss a beat anytime I asked. I was fortunate to have him when I was
unavailable for extended periods of time. He has done a great job as acting
president and will serve our chapter well.
Third, all the committee members, chairpersons and vice presidents - I can't
thank you enough for what you have done this past year. Some of you have
been very active and involved. Thanks to those that have and
encouragement to those that had other challenges preventing them to help as
much as they planned. I had ambitious goals that didn’t come to fruition
but you all listened and worked with me to move our chapter in the right
direction.
I look forward to working with all of you to make our chapter the best it can
be.
Website: www.asmconline.org
Twitter: @asmctweets
Facebook: www.facebook/pages/American-Society-of-Military-Comptrollers

AVIATION CHAPTER & NATIONAL PDI
Aviation Chapter and National PDI
There was a large contingent of Aviation Chapter members who attended the National PDI held in Denver CO.
Check out who was there!
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AVIATION CHAPTER & NATIONAL PDI
National PDI – An Opportunity
For many of us, National Professional Development Institute (PDI) is a wonderful experience filled
with fond memories. Some don’t fully appreciate the opportunity to spend nearly a week focused on
training. If you’ve heard, as I have, that National PDI is a boondoggle, please consider how to respond to that in the future. My hope is that all ASMC members will advocate that all training events
are opportunities.
Training opportunities vary in terms of expense, experience and delivery. ASMC national has provided multiple opportunities, one of which is National PDI. Every year, it is held the week of Memorial
Day at locations across the country. Regional and local PDIs are held CONUS and OCONUS at various times during the year. The Aviation Chapter at WPAFB hosts a local PDI each spring.
My first experience with PDI was in Cleveland in 2004 and it was inspiring! That was the first time I
heard “Gus” Gustafson speak. Many in the FM community have worked with him or heard him speak
over the years. As a 560 GS-7, I was in awe of his presentation regarding the number of AF FM systems and the plan to reduce the number. I had no idea what his job was but remember thinking how
cool it would be to have his job someday. Today, I work for DEAMS in SAF/FMFS. I’m pretty sure
my boss’s boss is in the equivalent of the job he had at the time. While many factors will determine if
I ever have that job, the fact remains; I was inspired to grow and learn.
I’ve attended several other PDIs and have something I could share from every single one. Rather than
rattle on, I’ll share my experience this year as well as that of our chapter sponsored attendee, Markina
McKnight.
Angela: What did you find either most beneficial or surprising about attending?
Markina: This was a great opportunity to network and learn about DoD’s Way Forward Plan for Financial Management processes, systems and structure.
Angela: Every time I attend National PDI I benefit from meeting someone in person that I work with
over email and teleconferences. It’s great to connect with people in person and put a face to a name.
What networking benefits did you experience?
Markina: I was able to reconnect with former WPAFB AFMC HQ co-workers, re-engage with individuals from SAF/FMB at the Pentagon, and former Professional Financial Management Course
(PFMC) classmates from Peterson, Buckley and Tinker AFBs. I was also able to learn about Angels
of Americas Fallen (AoA), this year’s National PDI sponsored Charitable Organization. Aviation
chapter Community Action Committee may look to partner with organization in the future to support
the children of America’s Fallen Soldiers and First Responders.
Angela: I was able to meet with several Air Force, other services and ASMC volunteers. Several of
the Air Force civilians and military attendees were people I currently work with that are based in DC.
The other service attendees share common DoD goals and were able to provide lessons learned. The
ASMC volunteers were numerous and helpful in so many ways. Some of them I already knew and it
was great to reconnect. The ones that I met with for the first time shared great information that I’ll
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share with our chapter. W ho did you meet for the first time that was the most interesting or surprising
and what made it interesting or surprising?
Markina: I was impressed with Mr. Norquist’s opening speech on the first day and how the remainder of the courses I attended aligned with his opening theme of tying what we do to the National Defense Strategy (NDS); DoD Process Reform and improving our position in the Statement of Audit.
Angela: Which speaker did you enjoy the most from Services day?
Markina: I had the pleasure of meeting with Keynote Speaker, Honorable John Roth while at the
Pentagon. It was most enjoyable to hear him candidly speak of his career path and to inspire others to
conquer the same path for those aiming to reach such heights.
Angela: The DEAMS briefing featured two of my favorite speakers and my favorite subject. Todd
Baker and JD Lawson did a great job presenting the information in an engaging way. I sat next to
someone I knew from my days as an auditor at Tinker. He was very interested and learned a lot even
though he won’t be on DEAMS until 2020. W hat about the other sessions of the PDI?
Markina: I enjoyed the course on How to Ask Powerful Questions given by Ms. Debra Haun of
DAU. Being one who often asks questions, I enjoyed learning the 7 Powers of Questioning. I would
reveal them, but then that would totally spoil it (smile). I also enjoyed learning about IT system
changes that will indirectly impact the Acquisition community, i.e., Program & Budget Enterprise
System (PBES) and the end of ABIDES, RAPIDS/ASARS, FSDM & ETT). Although I don’t work
directly with any of those systems, the onset of Oracle based, real-time systems with process streamline capabilities is exciting news and will almost assuredly result in PPB&E process improvements.
Angela: On Friday afternoon the classes aren’t as full. Many have flown out or for another reason
have opted not to attend that last class on the last day. I had the pleasure of hearing one of my favorite speakers that many of you had the pleasure of hearing at our mini-PDI – Dave Weinberg. His
room was packed and the whole room enjoyed hearing the power of 8. If you haven’t heard him
speak, you have missed out on something great. Would you attend again? Would you recommend
others attend? What would you tell someone that has never attended about why they might consider
it?
Markina: Yes, I would definitely attend another PDI and would highly recommend it to all FMers.
PDI is a great way to gain a greater DoD perspective. Most often we are solely focused on our Center, Program or Base and fail to focus on the grander DoD perspective to include all forces and organizations.
Angela: I attend every chance I get and recommend it to everyone. I have volunteered and paid out
of pocket to attend more than once. It’s the best way I’ve meet others in our field across DoD and
I’ve learned enough every time to make it worth going. Like everything else, it’s what you make of it.
Hopefully Markina and I shared some insight that will inspire others to apply for the chapter sponsorship, explore other options to go to National PDI and to volunteer for fundraisers to increase the number of people the chapter can sponsor.
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DAYTON AIR SHOW
2018 AIR SHOW FUND RAISER
A million Thanks to Brenda Clinton and the people who stepped up to work the Airshow (see a list of those wonderful volunteers listed below and a few pictures from the
show). Unless you have ever work as the lead for this event, you have no idea what it
takes to pull this off – Brenda went to all extremes to make sure all the slots were
full (including recruiting several family members and begging other people) and the
jobs were done to the best of everyone’s ability. We had some awesome volunteers
who actually did fight the traffic and heat to go out and work. With a Chapter of over
600, you would not believe how hard it is to get 24 people to work a 5 hr. shift at the
Airshow.
The 2018 ASMC Air Show Volunteers: Brenda Clinton (Lead ASMC Air Show
Coordinator), DeMarcus Dinkins, A1C Zhuo Jiang, Darius Dinkins, Michelle Hatton,
Chip Jackson (Brenda's family), Garett Reid (Brenda's family), SrA Alexis West, Rubilyn Schrader, Awa Kadiri, Gary Schrader (family member), Deanna Webb, Charles
Clinton (Brenda's family), Jessica Stamper, Nathaniel Belvo, Sheena Fast, TSgt
Janene Garza, Tim Jones, Jasmine Jones (family member), Susan King, JD Lawson,
and Eric Baller. Here are a few pictures from the event – it was so busy and Brenda
did not have backup, so pictures were limited. Thank you ALL for the commitment
and hard work. Speaking of – anyone thinking they might want to take this on for
next year? Brenda has a lot of great ideas to make things goes smoother. If so,
please contact Cheryl Deckard at 257-7309.
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DAYTON AIR SHOW
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TREASURERS’ REPORT/CHAPTER CALENDAR

TREASURER’S REPORT
May 2018
Treasurers: Rebecca Workman and Dawn O’Connell

Note:
The Fidelity ending balances as of 31 May 2018. The Fidelity account balances are investments and fluctuate with the market. This causes unrealized gains and losses, which are captured in the Income.

Aviation Chapter Calendar
Jul 19

ASMC Luncheon—Col John Hansen, Holiday Inn Fairborn

Jul 27

ASMC Golf Classic—Twin Base

Event: ASMC Golf Classic (4 person scramble/best ball/ pick your own team)
Date: 27 July, 0800 Shotgun start (0745 Rules Brief)
Fee: $55, Includes 18 holes, cart, lunch, course beverage, post tournament snacks, duffer
package and prizes
For registration questions please contact Lyle Brown at 257-5679 or lyle.brown.2@us.af.mil
Teams do not have to be ASMC members or even FM to participate, this is open to everyone. Be
sure to coordinate leave with your supervisor.
Also, if you are interested in volunteering in any capacity, contact Angela Ruter at 257-7960 or
angela.ruter@us.af.mil
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FM ARTICLE
FERS Facts 25
Food for thought (Editorial): I QUIT! Take this job and….Have you ever felt that way after a particularly hard day at work? Everyone has had a bad day (or days) at work. Thankfully for most of us this is
a temporary feeling and we are soon back at it. Making decisions when we are angry almost always guarantees that we make bad decisions and ones we will eventually regret. Why? Because they are based
mostly on emotion and not facts. This is not a good way to live life; it is even a worse way to enter retirement. Over the years (and I am old) I have seen more than a few friends quit or retire based on raw emotion. Some had some of their retirement plans in place others did not. To a person, every one of them
later regretted their decision. Why, because they did not have a good retirement plan in place. I am not
just talking about finances although that is a large part of it. We need purpose in our lives, something to
live for. Those who don’t have that literally wither and die. I can name names,… too many of them,…
colleagues who have retired only to pass on in a few months. Sometimes this was due to poor health but
many times it was because they just quit doing anything meaningful to them. They literally had nothing to
live for. We are not meant to sit around doing nothing but feeling sorry for ourselves. The best revenge
for a job you hate is to find something to do that you love. Change jobs; if you cannot change jobs immediately try to develop something you can enjoy about what you do. Find an interest that motivates you
outside of work. Separate your emotions from the facts. Before it it’s time to retire, get all your ducks in
row, so that when the time is right you can retire knowing you have done all you can to be ready.
Review of what’s really important for retirement:
Establish that emergency fund: Star t with $1,000.00 and use this only for tr ue emer gencies. Do
this before doing anything else. Not having an emergency fund always leads to debt because
things do happen.
Get out of Debt: Pay off ever yone you owe money to with the exception of your mor tgage. Pay
that off too if you can. Carrying debt into retirement is something you do not need. Debt guarantees poverty.
Build your savings: to the equivalent of 3 months living expenses (not luxur y’s). This protects
you in case of RIF or layoff or medical emergency. Eventually, you will want to increase this to
match your comfort level (9 months to a year’s worth of living expenses)
Fund your TSP at a minimum to r eceive all the matching funds available.
Invest at least 15%+ of your pr e-tax income into TSP or other long-term investments, IRA, 401, mutual funds….
Look at Long-term care insurance: 60 year s old is a good time to buy in, any older and the cost
becomes prohibitive.
Develop a retirement plan and work your plan: Take some classes on r etir ement, find a good
financial advisor. Periodically review your progress and make adjustments as needed. Adjust life
insurance coverage to match your financial situation buy only what you need. Educate yourself on
all your benefits including your pension social security….
Find something that makes you happy and gives life meaning: If you enjoy wor k, why quit?
Maybe once you are set financially you can work at something that is meaningful to you without
needing the large paycheck. Volunteer, be a mentor, play the prefect game of golf. Whatever it is
do it for you.
Focus on something besides yourself: Lose your self in the ser vice of something bigger . I know
this sounds like it conflicts with the previous statement but it really does not. It is all about living
a life that gives us purpose and meaning. Feeling sorry for ourselves or focusing on our problems
only makes us miserable. To paraphrase the good book “Lose yourself in something bigger outside
yourself and you will find yourself”.
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Plan for retirement the same way you did your car eer . You spent time pr epar ing and impr oving
yourself in your work years. Why would the next phase of your life be any different? Learn to do
something new, take up a hobby, and learn new skills….
Always look at the facts, save your emotions to comfor t those you love. If you find your self
overly emotional or angry. Take time to calm down before making any decisions you will regret.
Step back, sleep on it or set it aside for a while, life is too important to live by knee jerk reactions.
Be Flexible: Things change be willing to adapt to a changing situation. Not ever ything is within
our control. Sometimes we just need to let go.
Till the next time,
Richard
Richard.strode@us.af.mil
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COMPUTER TIPS and TRICKS by GEORGE DIEHL
More Computer Tips to Make Daily Computer Usage Easier!
Storage Management
A new, and useful, tool in Windows 10 is Storage Analysis Feature. Press *+I to open the “Settings”
window. Then click on the “System” icon and select the “Storage” section. Here you will see a list of all
the system drives/partitions in or attached to your system. The list will show how much memory is being
used on each drive/partition. When you select a drive/partition, such as your C drive, you will get a color
coded breakdown of how much memory is being used by the system, applications, games, pictures, documents, etc. Selecting the “Apps and games” category will show you how much space each application
installed on your computer is using. There is also a “Temporary files” category that you can use to view/
delete temporary files, downloads, and the Recycling Bin.
This is a very helpful tool for when your hard drive is filing up and you are not sure what is using it up.
More detailed information/instructions can be found in this article: http://www.howtogeek.com/225073/
how-to-use-windows-10s-storage-settings-to-manage-your-hard-drives-free-space/ .
Inserting Screenshots Quickly in PowerPoint
There are many methods for taking screenshots in Windows. PowerPoint provides a quick way to insert
screenshots into your slides. On the “Insert” tab in the ribbon, there is a “Screenshot” button in the Images
group. When you click this button, you will get a variety of screenshots listed. Each of the screenshots that
are listed are a shot of each window you have open at that moment. You additionally have an option to do
a manual screen clipping.
Helpful Windows 10 Keyboard Shortcuts
*+A will open the Action Center (the panel that appears on the right side of the screen where you can
quickly access common settings such as wireless connection, screen brightness, Bluetooth, etc.)
*+I will open the Settings App. This is where you can find many of the more commonly used system settings.
More Efficient Google Searches
The tips below are some ways you can more quickly search the internet. While Google is the search engine of focus in these tips, some of these tips (e.g., Boolean, quotation marks) will work with most search
engines.
Boolean search: A Boolean sear ch is best descr ibed as using math to do your sear ch. Specifically,
the use of plus and minus signs in your searches to ensure that specific words are included or excluded
from the results respectively. Using a plus sign usually has minimal impact since most search engines will
treat each word in your search as if they had a plus sign. However, the use of a negative sign (i.e., dash)
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will help you narrow your search more quickly in some instances. Searching Google for “mustang”,
“mustang -car", or “mustang -horse” will return general results for mustang, only results that do not use
the word “car”, or only results that do not use the word “horse” respectively.
Quotation Marks: You can sear ch for exact ter ms using quotations mar ks in the or der you put them
instead of simply results which contain all the terms you are searching. As search engines become more
effective, the need for quotation marks has decreased.
Asterisk: As with many pr ogr ams, sear ch engines will use the Aster isk as a wildcar d char acter . For
example, searching “child safe *” will return results which include child safety education, child safety
standards, etc. where “child safe” will return results specifically containing the terms “child” and “safe”.
Tilde: Including a Tilde will include synonyms in the r esults. For example, “~gifts” will include results that contain “gifts”, “presents”, “handouts”, etc.
Double Period: Two per iods can be used to indicate a r ange. For example, you could sear ch “laptop
$300..$500” to search for laptops between $300 and $500.
Queries: You can per for m specific quer ies using a few key wor ds such as “site:”, “link:”, or “related:”.
For example, if you want to search for “recipes” but you only want results from health.gov, then you
would search “recipes site:health.gov”. Similarly, you could search for all sites that link to google.com by
searching “link:google.com”. Finally, you could find all sites similar to Google by searching
“related:google.com”
Reverse Image Search: Google give the option to per for m a r ever se image sear ch. This can be used
to search using a picture instead of a set of terms. Simply click on the “Images” tab on Google’s main
page. You should see a camera icon to the left of the magnifying glass icon you use to start a search. If you
click on the camera, you will get the option to paste a direct image link to a picture or to upload an image
from your computer. Once you have entered a URL or image, click on the “Search by image” button.
Control Your Information and How It Is Used
Google is an example of how a free service (e.g., email, internet searches, map searches) can become an
integral part of our daily lives. However, due to this convenience, some folks may not realize that their use
of these services may cause more of their information to be collected and used by the service provider.
This article: https://www.lifewire.com/stop-google-from-tracking-your-searches-4123866 does an
excellent job of breaking down what information Google does collect while you are signed in. In short,
Google will collect a variety of information related to your virtual activities while you are logged into
Google. For example, most Android phones require you to link a Google account to the phone. As a result,
Google will keep a log of all internet searches, hardware information about your phone, location information when you have GPS on etc. Fortunately, Google does enable you to disable and clear the data that
is collected. The article (https://www.lifewire.com/stop-google-from-tracking-your-searches-4123866) I
previously referred to also provides detailed instructions on how to do this.
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Again, I am simply using Google as an example to illustrate how users may unconsciously be sharing
more information than they intend while they are online whether they are using a service or simply browsing the internet. In fact, using most internet browsers in their default settings without being logged into any
service (e.g., Google, Yahoo, Apple, Microsoft) will still result in websites pulling a variety of information. This information can include your operating system (e.g., Windows, iOS), hardware information
(e.g., screen size, device model), MAC address (i.e., identifying number unique to your device), IP address
(i.e., the virtual address you are browsing from which is often linked to a general geographic area) from
your computer. Fortunately, many browsers offer privacy and incognito modes which enable you to limit
how much information is obtained by websites you visit.
“Tools” Shortcut for Internet Explorer and Edge
Pressing Alt+X will open the “Tools” dropdown list. This provides a quick way to access a variety of useful tools and options (e.g. print, file, zoom, view downloads, compatibility view settings, internet options,
etc.).

Happy Computing!
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EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING MINUTES
ASMC – Aviation Chapter
Executive Board Meeting Agenda
14 June 2018
1300-1400
Meet-Me Number: DSN 787-8001, Commercial (937) 257-8001
I. Call to Order - President: Angela Ruter
II. Attendance/Reports
Treasurers: Rebecca Workman, Dawn O’Connell
Secretary: JoAnne Wills
President-Elect: Jeremy Miller
Vice-Presidents
AFAA: Sheena Fast - nothing to report
AFIT: Janene Garza – not on
AFLCMC: David Ohs, Col David Peeler – nothing to report
AFMC: Terri Desch- nothing to reort
AFRL: Kristen Wentworth - ?
At Large: Amy Williams – nothing to report
Contractors: Ellen Gill - ?
88th CPTS: Ane Graham, Shannon Noles - ?
Committee Chairs:
Audit: Susan Duening Erine Chandler – nothing to report
Augsburg Scholarship: JoAnne Wills Awards and Recognition: Steve Swiderski ?
Chapter Competition: JR Frazier -?
Communications: Colleen Robinson – nothing to report
Community Activities: Darrell Allen II, Markina McKnight - ? - ?
Health & Wellness: Fernando Mason - ?
Membership: Angela Brown, Cynthia Payne ?, ?
Professional Development: Maurice “Mo” Ottinger
Programs: April Kettlewell, Tammy Pendergast, - ?, ?
Ways & Mean: Cheryl Deckard
Air Show – over 600 can’t even get 24 people to help with 2 day show
At minimum need 1 for Saturday afternoon, 2 for Sunday afternoon plus
backup for all shifts
III. General Business:
OLD:
Budget Vote
Health and Wellness - update
National PDI
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EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING MINUTES
Awards – open positions email Award not submitted to national received on due date
Way forward
Hard Deadlines in advance of National Deadline
Improved Communication
Recognizing award winner

Appropriate award for winners – email, check with treasurers first
Plaque versus certificate
Mini PDI
Hot Wash held
Feedback included awards and speakers
Follow up with Terri
NEW:
July 2018 – June 2019 Board – confirm vote required Even Year VPs
VP AFMC
VP AFRL
VP At Large
VP Contractors
VP 88th CPTS
VP 88th CPTS
Awards- Looking for volunteers
Need confirmation from
WORKMAN, REBECCA
O'CONNELL, DAWN M
DUENING, SUSAN L
FRAZIER, CLARENCE W
ALLEN, DARRELL E II
MCKNIGHT, MARKINA L,
PAYNE, CYNTHIA E
PENDERGAST, TAMMY M
OTTINGER, MAURICE A
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Treasurer
Treasurer
Audit
Chapter Competition
Community Activities
Community Activities
Membership
Programs
Professional Development

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING MINUTES

Early Careerist – add to future agenda
Saundra Moncree has volunteered to lead
Meeting with her to discuss plan
FM Toolbox
Training sessions in Excel, SharePoint, Access, One Note, Outlook etc
Continuity for board positions
SharePoint
Clean up – who can create folders?
Leverage Golf Tournament
Confirmed for 27 July at Twin Base
Fundraising approval in coordination
Need Volunteers
No responses on engage
Allowing non-members to support
Creating Facebook Event
Message sent from VP’s
Other Avenues?
Next Member meeting: 21 June 18
Potential Announcements at Member Meeting
Awards adjudication
Air Show Volunteers
Mentoring Links
AFMC Civilians – link on our Chapter Website
Senior Leader Advisor
President continuity –
Subcommittees in the invitation – not needed
By law update- send email to board
Online ticket sales - - ask membership once we have some options
Is it going to be an additional cost?
Survey on Facebook as well as VP’s
Social media to reach non members
IV. National News:
Engage
Will improve with time
Still in development for advanced features
Expect it to have a options for non members
Expect it to be easier for chapters to create content
V. Next Board meeting currently scheduled for the below:
Date: 12 July 18
Time: 1300 - 1400
Meet-Me-Number: 937-257-8001
Send updated link for Sharepoint
Add to July agenda – Dog walk event
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ASMC NATIONAL PROGRAM NEWS

Congratulations to the 2018 High School Scholarship Recipients!
Wednesday, July 11th, 2018

Congratulations to the 2018 National High School Scholarship Award recipients.

LTG (R) James F. McCall Award ($3,000)


Avonna Boysel, Buckeye

$2,000 Winners






Bailey Albright, Land of Lincoln
Carlson Chang, Aloha
Matthew Stahl, Jersey Devil
Stephen Ventura, Central NY Leatherstocking

$1,000 Winners






McKenna Beeler, Central MIssouri
Sydney Bryant, Land of Lincoln
Graham Garee, Buckeye
Daniel Uzun, Central Missouri

Previous winners have also qualified for a renewal of their scholarships:









Catherine Parr, West Point, $1,500
Ashley Potter, Central Texas, $1,000
Meghan Rice, Buckeye, $1,000
Jonathan Jaictin, Aloha, $1,000
Lei Lily Tam, Aloha, $1,500
Jacqueline Oelrich, Land of Lincoln, $1,000
Lanie Beard, Central Missouri, $1,000

ASMC wishes these bright students the best of luck in their academic endeavors.

PDI 2018 Presentation Slides Available!
Looking to catch up on a presentation from #PDI2018? Check them out
at http://bit.ly/PDI2018slides!
For more ASMC National News go to http://www.asmconline.org/
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P.O. Box 33515 · Wright‐Pa erson AFB, OH 45433

2017‐2018 Execu ve Board
President
President‐Elect
Secretary
Treasurers

Ms. Angela Ruter
Mr. Jeremy Miller
Ms. JoAnne Wills
Ms. Rebecca Workman; Ms. Dawn O’Connell

Organiza onal Vice Presidents
88th CPTS VP
AFAA VP
AFIT VP
AFMC VP
AFRL VP
AFLCMC VP
At Large VP
Contractor VP

Ms. Ane Graham (Primary)
Ms. Shannon Noles (Alternate)
Ms. Sheena Fast
Ms. Janene Garza
Ms. Terri Desch
Ms. Kristen Wentworth
Mr. David Ohs
Ms. Amy Williams
Ms. Ellen Gill

Commi ee Chairs
Audit
Augsburg Scholarship
Awards and Recogni on
Chapter Compe on
Communica ons
Adver sing/Publicity
Newsle er Editor
Photographer
Webmaster
Community Ac vi es
Health & Wellness
Membership
Professional Development
Programs
Tickets
Ways & Means

Mr. Khanh Ensign; Ms. Susan Duening
Ms. JoAnne Wills
Mr. Steve Swiderski
Mr. Clarence (JR) Frazier
Ms. Colleen Robinson
Ms. Anita Kearns
Ms. Tamie Bertke
Ms. Elaine Norsworthy
Mr. Jonathan Paden
Mr. Darrell Allen II; Ms. Markina McKnight
Mr. Fernando Mason
Ms. Angela Brown; Ms. Cynthia Payne
Dr. Maurice “Mo” O nger
Ms. Tammy Pendergast; Ms. April Ke lewell
Ms. Jeanne e Dennis
Ms. Cheryl Deckard
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